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XXVIII. Observations upon the Extracts from an Ancient
English Medical MS. in the Royal Library of Stockholm.
By T. J. PETTIGREW, F.R.S., F.S.A. in a Letter to ALBERT

WAY, Esq., Director of'the Society of Antiquaries.

Read 29th February, 1844.

MY DEAR SIR,

I HAVE had much gratification in looking over the " Extracts in prose and
verse from an old English Medical Manuscript" preserved in the Royal
Library at Stockholm; and I trouble you with the accompanying observa-
tions, which may, perhaps, tend to elucidate some of the doctrines contained
in it.

Believe me,

Yours most faithfully,
Saville Row,

Feb. 24, 1844. T. J. PETTIGREW.

The Tracts on Medicine, or " Lechecrafte," as it is occasionally called,
written in English, are commonly found to have been composed between the
10th and 15th centuries; they may, therefore, be said to date from the time
of the Anglo-Saxons; but the most ordinary specimens are to be attributed
to the 14th and 15th centuries. The MS. in the Royal Library at Stock-
holm is considered by Mr. Stephens to be a production of the early part of
the 14th century ; but, from the fac-simile given, I should be rather disposed
to regard it as belonging to the concluding portion of that period ; this, how-
ever, is merely a matter of conjecture. Several early English poems on the
virtues of herbs, but more generally collections of medical receipts in prose,
are to be found in our principal libraries, the latter having commonly a short
metrical introduction by way of preface. As types of the MSS. of this de-
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scription, I may refer to the following, which are to be found in the British
Museum:—

No. 1. is a MS. in the Sloane Collection, No. 610, on vellum, belonging to
the latter part of the 14th century. It is a rather long English medical tract,
consisting entirely of receipts and charms, arranged without much attempt at
system, and entitled, " Here biginnen medicines for alle manere eveliss, the
whilke gode leches drowon out of bokes that Galio, Aschephus, and Ypocras,
hadde and usude lechecraft and wrote hem in boke on this maner wyse."

" First for the hed.—Who so hath torment and ache in the heved make lye of ver-
veyn, of bitteyne, of fillis, of worumwode, and therwith wasche the heved thries in the
wyke."

Of this tract in MSS. of the 14th and 15th centuries there are many copies,
and it would appear to have been the most popular treatise on the subject in
the English language.

In the same MS. fol. 5, v°, there is a metrical tract (in very doggrel verse)
of three pages, chiefly on the times and occasions of letting blood, beginning
thus :

God mad al mankynde that lyves on this erthe
Of foure elementis, als we in boke rede,
Of fyr and water and aer and erth,
That gendris in us foure humerz, als Aristotulis us rede.
Blod reynus in a man at midmjt, flewem in the mornyng,
Colour comus at none, malencoli in the evenynge.
And of foure humerez comus qualites sere,
After that thei have mi3t in a man and powere.
Sanguine is the firste, the secunde is fleumatik,
The third is malyncoli, the ferthe is colryck, &c.

No 2. In the Sloane Collection, No. 2,584, of the end of the 14th or begin-
ning of the 15 th century:

P. 17- A little treatise in prose, with the title—

" Ipocras this boke made jare,
And sente it to the emperor Cesare.
Weteth well this book is good leche,
All thing it doth teche;
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And therfore do as this book the byt,
For hit techeth lechis al here wit,
Of eche maner evyl what it be,
As here aftur sone thu myjt see.
Man or womman that materie,
He schal hem take into curie.

It begins thus with the four humours :—
" Now you may taak good 3erne, every man, beest, or bird, in his bodi hathe foure

humures, the furste is hoot, the other is colde, the thridde is dry3e, the forthe is moyst.
By hete ben susteyned alle thingus wherbi lenen ore bones dreije wheche 3even us
strengthe to suffre travaile. Off the inward cometh the veynes wheche kepen the blood,
the lyf that the bodi susteyneth," &c. &c.

In the same MS. p. 25, a prose collection of receipts arranged systemati-
cally, and preceded by the following metrical preface :—

Man that wole of lechecrafte here,
Rede over this booke and he may lere
Manye medycenys ben goode and trewe
To leche sores bothe olde and newe.
Herein ben medycyns withouten fable
To hele al sores that are curable,
Of swerde, of knyf, and of arwe,
Be wounde wyde or narow,
Of spere, of quarel, or dager, or darte,
To make hem hole on eche parte,
So that the seke wol don wisly,
And kepe hem selfe fro surfetrie.
Be the wounde never so deep,
Thereof thar hem take (no keep);
So that thei drynke saue or antioche,
Hem dar nojt drede of non out rage,
Be that 21 daies be com and gon,
He schal ben hole bothe flesche and bon,
To ride and go in eche place,
Thorw the my3ht of Godes grace.
Thus seith Ypocras the goode surgean,
And Socrates and Galean,
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That wore ffilosophers alle thre
That tyme the best in any cuntre,
In this world were noon hure freere,
As fer as any man myjht here,
And practiseden medycyns be Godus grace,
To save mannus lyf in dyuers place.
Cryst that made bothe est and west,
Leve here soules have good reste,
Evere more in joye to be,
In heven with God in trinite.

Amen, for charite!

These specimens may suffice. None of the English MSS. that I have been
able to inspect precisely resemble the Metrical Treatise in the Royal Library
of Stockholm. The same doctrines are, however, involved in them, and they
all seem to approach to the nature of, and to have been founded upon the
celebrated " Regimen Sanitatis," or " Sehola Salernitana," which must be
regarded as the most complete ancient poem on medicine. It is, however,
written in Latin, and appears to be justly attributed to the 11th century, and
supposed to have been composed by John of Milan, as a system for the pre-
servation of the health of Robert Duke of Normandy, who visited Salerno, a
city distinguished for its medical professors, and one of the earliest to emerge
from barbarism, and to bring together the united learning of the Latins, the
Greeks, and the Arabians. To this city the duke repaired to obtain advice
as to the cure of a wound in his right arm which he had received from an
arrow supposed to be poisoned, and which had produced a deep ulcer, and
constituted a fistula. The doctrines contained in this work have by many
commentators been successfully traced to the writings of Hippocrates, Galen,
and Pliny. The part especially devoted to plants and their uses is principally
taken from a poem, De Virtutibus Herbarum, by Odo, or Odobanus, a phy-
sician in the dark ages, better known by the name of iEmilius Macer, a
Roman Poet, and contemporary of Virgil, Ovid, and Tibullus, under which
name his work was put forth. Most of the poetical pieces relating to medi-
cine have followed this authority, and in the poem contained in the Stock-
holm Library Macer is quoted by name :

Line 509.—As seyth Macer opynlyke (openly).
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The extracts from this treatise made by Mr. Stephens relate not so much
to the preservation of health, as to the virtues of different plants, and to the
magical properties frequently ascribed to them. Thus, to be effective, it is
necessary they should be gathered at stated times, when the planets are in
particular aspects, conjunctions, &c.

Goldflower. Whane ye mone is in ye vergine.—(Line 600.)

Modir worth. moste gaderyd be
Whyll ye soiie is in ariete.—(Line 740—1.)

Vervain. Be twen mydde march i mydde aprille,
And 3et awysyd moste ye be
Y' ye sonne be in ariete.—(Line 792—4.)

Lilie. Lilie wil be gaderyd, I wys,
Whil ye soiie I leon is.—(Line 983—4.)

Fumitory. is medicyn sovereyn
Ye fyrste ix dayes of may.—(Line 1415—16.)

Celidonye. Who so wele on lamesse day,
Erly on morw or soiie splay
Gadere celydony w' his roote
It helpyth % doth meche bote.—(Line 645—8.)

The doctrine of good and evil days was prevalent in the time of the
Anglo-Saxons, and their MSS. display the attributes of the days of the
lunar month as connected with it, influencing either diseases or their
remedies. The Cotton MS. Titus D. x x v m . fol. 27, has been translated by
Mr. Wright,* and from this we learn that the first day of the moon was
propitious for all kinds of work; and that he who falls ill on that day will
languish long and suffer much ; that the infant who is then born will live.
That the second day of the moon is a prosperous day, good for buying,
selling, embarking on shipboard, beginning a journey, sowing, grafting,
arranging a garden, ploughing the land ; and that theft committed on this
day will be soon and easily detected; a person who falls sick will soon
recover; the child born will grow fast, but will not live long. The fourth

* See Biographia Brittannica Literaria, vol. 1. p. 101.
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day of the moon is good for beginning works, as building mills and opening
drains; and the child born on this day will be a great politician. The sixth
day of the moon was considered propitious to hunting. The eighth for
changing bees ; but whoever fell sick on this day would suffer a long illness
and not recover. A child born on the tenth day of the moon would be a great
traveller; and if on the twenty-first he was certain to become a bold robber.

The Schola Salernitana upholds the importance of bleeding, and teaches
that the months of September, April, and May are the best in which
it is to be performed, as in these three months the moon bears greatest
sway. In an ancient collection of medical aphorisms by an unknown author,

have met with the following in relation to this subject:—
T

1. Tempus in quo vense sectio utenda venit a Februario incipit, et rursus a Sep-
tembri, ad septimum ejusdem perdurans.

The time when letting of blood must be used beginneth at February, and again at
September, enduring to the 7th day thereof.

2. Aere existente pestilentiali, nubiloso, vel turbido, aut flante vento australi, non
secetur vena. «

When the air is pestilent, cloudy, or troubled, or when the south wind bloweth, do
not let blood.

3. In sesfcate octava hora, et hieme meridies, eligantur in phlebotomia.
In summer take eight o'clock, and in winter noon, for the hour of bleeding.
4. Si luna sit in signo habente aspectum malum ad aliquod membrum, non fiat

phlebotomia de illo membro.
If the moon be in any sign having an evil aspect to any member, do not let blood on

that member.
5. In testate et vere fiat phlebotomia in parte dextra, autumno et hieme sinistra.
In the summer and spring let blood on the right side, and in the autumn and winter

on the left.
6. In materia venenosa debet fieri phlebotomia ex eadem parte.
In venemous matter let blood on the same side.

Belief in the particular effects of certain positions of the celestial bodies,
not only in the cure, but also in the production, of diseases, was common in
early times, and prevails at this day in many parts of the world, particularly
in the East. Our earth's satellite was considered by the Druids to exert
especial influence both on animal and vegetable natures, and medicines
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were to be taken only under particular periods of the moon. Hippocrates,
Galen, and other authorities, have contended for the necessity of a knowledge
of astronomy, or rather astrology, on the part of the physician, and those
who were ignorant of it have been declared to be no better than homicides :

" Homicidas medicos astrologise ignaros," &c.

And Fabian Withers has written—

" So far are they distant from the true knowledge of physic which are ignorant of
astrology, that they ought not rightly to be called physicians, but deceivers; for it
hath been many times experimented and proved, that that which many physicians
could not cure or remedy with their greatest and strongest medicines the astronomer
hath brought to pass with one simple herb by observing the moving of the signs."

The Stockholm MS. not only gives evidence of the belief in the particular
virtues of plants gathered under particular periods in the relief of diseases,
but also as to their power'in counteracting the influence of evil spirits.
Magical effects thus produced ard ascribed generally to

Betony. Who so betonye on hym bere
Fro wykked sperytis it wyll hym were.—(Line 471—2.)

Goldflower. Ye tyme yl he on hy bere
Fro alle perylys it wyl hy were,
Man no woman schall have no myth
To speke agen hym but ryth,
Frend t foo hy schul grete
W wordys bothe fayre i swete,
And 3if ony thyng be ye stoln
And 5e thewys wolyn be for holn
Take yis golde wowndyd i leyd, &c.—(Line 615—23.)

Phnpernelle. Ye man yl beryth it day or nyth
Wekkyd spryt of hy schal han no myth,
It wl stant fendys power.—(Line 693—5.)

Modirworth. It schall out caste ye deuel myth,
And torny wickyd manys syth.—(Line 729—30.)

In howse hangyn at ilke entre
Ye devyl ne wyk sprith hawe no powste.—(Line 757—3-)
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Vervain. If it be on hym day t nyth,
And kepe fro dedly synne aryth,
Ye deuel of helle schal hawe no myth
To don hym neyyer fray ne fryth.—(Line 801—4.)

Henbane. Of alle erbys y' growy on grownde
To wickyd spiritis it is awoude.—(Line 106"—12.)

Affodille. in clene cloth kepte yus
Schall suffryn no fend I y* howse,
And yu bere it on ye day i nyth,
Ye fend of ye schall have no myth.—(Line 1099—1102.)

Baldmony. Who so on hym baldmonye bere
Bold ne hardy schall hy non dere,
Ne no dewyl schall hy asayle,
Ne no tempest w* owtyn fayle.—(Line 1259—62.)

In a chapter upon early medicine and surgery in my work on Medical
Superstitions I have drawn up a list of the most renowned Roman Catholic
saints to whom have been appropriated powers against special disorders.
Several diseases have even derived their familiar names from the saints ; thus,
we have St. Anthony's Fire, St. Vitus's Dance, St. John's Dance, &c. The
only saint mentioned in the poetical part of the MS. is St. Nicaise, who is
thus particularly alluded to :—

Saint Nicasse had apokke small,
And mekyl grew an s he had wyth all;
He preyed to God yl hym dere bowte,
Yat qwo so indyrly hym be sowte,
Yat he hym from ye pockys schuld were
3if he on hym hys name wrete bere.—(425—30.)

In a MS. in the Harleian Collection, No. 585, St. Nicaise is addressed in a
prayer for the consecration of an amulet against the small pox. It is in
barbarous Latin, but may be rendered thus:—" In the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ, may the Lord protect these persons, and may the wish of these
virgins ward off the small pox. St. Nicaise had the small pox, and he asked
the Lord (to preserve) whoever carried his name inscribed: O St. Nicaise!
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thou illustrious bishop and martyr, pray for me a sinner, and defend me by
thy intercession from this disease. Amen."

To procure sleep, egrimony is mentioned; to produce wakefulness, lilie
and dragan; to excite love, schampbrune and vervain; to occasion fecun-
dity, modirworth ; to check fertility, the rose; to cause dissension, vervain ;
to promote concord, also vervain.

The doctrine of odd numbers and their supposed'efficacy is frequently
noticed in the MS. and refer to 3, 7, 9, and 15 days, as periods of admi-
nistration of the remedies. For dropsy, thrice three earth worms with
their heads cut off, immersed in holy water, in which sugar or liquorice is to
be dissolved, is recommended to be taken daily for nine days. So also are
some powerful diuretics directed to be given for nine days in the same
disease. And again, another drink made of alexander, betony, and fennel, for
seven days, for the like purpose. Centaury is ordered to be taken for fifteen
days to expel venom of whatever description, and a drink of the seed of cress
is recommended for its healing qualities if persisted in for three days.

A magical word which I do not remember to have met with before is
mentioned, ANAMZAPTUS, to cure the falling sickness. To a female,
ANAMZAPTA is to be employed. This word is directed in the MS. to be
spoken in the patient's ear, by which the effect is to be produced, not by
having the letters arranged in any particular manner and worn about the
person, as is the case with the Abracadabra, or Abrasadabra, or the Aracalan
of the Jews.a I have lately met with an instance in which the Abracadabra
was not only directed to be written but also eaten ; and, as it occurs in a very
scarce book published in 1588, by W. Clowes, Serjeant-Surgeon to Queen
Elizabeth, it may be here related:—

" It is not long since that a subtile deluder, verie craftely, having upon set purpose
his brokers or espials abroade, using sundry secret drifts to allure many, as did the
Syrens by their sweet sonets and melody seduce mariners to make them their pray, so
did his brokers or espials deceive many, in proclayming and sounding out his fame
abroade from house to house, as those use to do which crye, Mistresse, have you any
worke for the tincker ? At the length, they heard of one that was tormented with a

a See Medical Superstitions, p. 54.
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quartaine; then in all post haste this bad man was brought unto the sicke patient by
their craftie meanes, and so forth, without any tariance, he did compound for fifteene
pound to rid him within three fits of his agew, and to make him as whole as a fish of
all diseases: so, a little afore his fit was at hand, he called unto the wife of the patient
to bring him an apple of the biggest size, and then with a pinne writte in the rinde of
the apple ABRACADABRA, and such like, and perswaded him to take it presently in the
beginning of his fit, for there was (sayth he) a secret in those words. To be short, the
patient, being hungry of his health, followed his counsell, and devoured all and every
peece of the apple. So soone as it was receyved, nature left the disease to digest the
apple, which was too hard to do; for at length he fell to vomiting, then the core kept
such a sturre in his throate, that wheretofore his fever was ill now much worse, a mala
adpejus, out of the frying pan into the fire: presently there were physitions sent for
unto the sick patient, or else his fifteene pound had beene gone, with a more pretious
jewell: but this lewde fellow is better knowne at Newgate than I will heere declare." b

In early times an opinion very commonly prevailed as to the vermiform
origin of diseases. This is referred to in the MS. in two places. This
opinion has, in a great measure, been carried down to the present day; but
was very prevalent in the 17th century, when Dr. William Ramesey, physician
in ordinary to Charles II. published an exceedingly curious book, entitled,
" Erminthologia, or some physical considerations of the matter, origination,
and several species of wormes, macerating and direfully cruciating every
part of the bodies of mankind, of all ages and constitutions ; whereby it doth
probably appear to be an epidemical disease, killing more than either the
sword or plague." This work is singularly curious and highly superstitious.
The author attempts to show the seven ages of man, under different circum-
stances, to be peculiarly liable to different kinds of worms, and, in treating of
the causes of worms, enters at large upon the subject of supernatural causes,
making God and his angels one of the hyper-physical causes, and the devil
and his imps, magicians, conjurers, and witches, others of the same de-
scription.

The prose portion of the Stockholm MS. contains various receipts, con-
stituting remedies for the cure of diseases, none of which however, materially
differ from those commonly to be found in other MSS., and there are also like

b A Proved Practise for all Young Chirurgians, &c.—Pref.
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charms against venom, tooth ache, jaundice, haemorrhage, fevers, epilepsy, &c.
These are the diseases to which charms have been commonly directed, and
the operation of which is only to be referred to the influence exerted by the
mind over the functions of the body. Their efficacy, as I have elsewhere
attempted to prove, has been in proportion to the ignorance of the age in
which they have been used, and the consequent degree of superstition enter-
tained at a period when the hallucinations of the imagination were permitted
to usurp the place of observation, and the greatest puerilities superseded the
employment of reason and experiment. In early times, therefore, the in-
stances are numerous; they are now comparatively rare, and occur only in
districts not remarkable for intellectual enlightenment. The diseases in
which they have been principally employed will all be found to be under the
influence of the nervous and sanguiferous systems ; and they operate chiefly
by inspiring hope, which imparts tone and creates increased action in the
frame generally ; or by exciting disgust and horror, which frequently serves
to break up a chain of morbid actions and associations, and thus enables
nature to resume her healthy condition.
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